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Please wait for 
5 - 10 minutes
before journey 
to our rooftop.

“Time moves in one direction, 
but memories in another.”

Welcome to Restaurant POTONG



“I was born into a family of the 4th 
generation Traditional Chinese 
Herbal Medicine producer (中草药
制造商 - zhōng cǎo yào zhì zào 
shāng). Our family origin starts 
right here, at this very POTONG 
building.”

- Chef Pam

What is Progressive Thai-Chinese ?

At Restaurant POTONG, we take an 
inventive approach to the very root of 
Thai-Chinese ingredients and flavors with a 
modern interpretation of classic dishes under 
the philosophy; 5 senses and 5 elements.

What are 5 elements ?

Salt, Acid, Spice, Texture, and Maillard 
Reaction. Each element encompasses its very 
own unique and inherent properties and when 
combined, they work simultaneously to create 
one united universe. 

What are 5 senses ?

Sight, Sound, Smell, Taste, and Touch. The 
underlying inquiry Chef Pam posed to herself 
at the absolute starting point of making her 
first course was - “How do I create an excep-
tional and extraordinary experience? Can it be 
possible to formulate a memory for her guests 
and ‘liberate’ one to join her memory at the 
same time?”. Pam believes that with the right 
setting, memory can be formulated and that 
can only happen when these senses are 
initiated simultaneously.

When was this building built ?

POTONG building was built to last with 
techniques ahead of its time and with the 
distinctive design of SINO-Portuguese, it 
became one of the tallest and most anticipat-
ing buildings when constructing in China-
town, Bangkok. For 4 generations, spanning 
over 120 years, Chef Pam’s family lived here 
while producing Chinese medicine product 
under the name “保坤益母藥” (bǎo kūn yì 
mǔ yào). 

How long does it take to revive this 
building ?

We took 2.5 years to revive the building, and it 
was not one of the straightforward assign-
ments. We accumulated and gathered groups 
of specialists including engineers, interior 
designers, artists, craftsmen, kitchen special-
ists, and numerous others in order to ensure 
that the originality of the building would be 
maintained under the design concept 
“JUXTAPOSITION”, putting two 
completely different objects right beside each 
other - modern and traditional, whilst at the 
same time, pursuing today’s vision of 
Restaurant POTONG. 

To learn more about us, you can download the 
application from below QR code and scan at 

any image decorated on the wall. 

IOS ANDROID

wifi: potong_guest_2.4g |  password: PotongOpium

4th generation

• 1st floor used to be a 
storefront for the 
medicine dispensary.
| SINO bar 

• 2nd floor was 
exclusively utilized for 
preparing, making, and 
storing medicine.
| main dining hall

• 3rd floor was where the 
family gathering space 
and dining table.
| tiger room & glasshouse

• 4th floor was where 
the master bedroom 
and guest bedroom 
were located.
| opium bar & blackjade

• 5th floor used to be 
where family relax and 
enjoy stargazing. 
| opium bar roof top


